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Not at Home with Digital Learning? She Has a Solution

Rozalina Laskova has helped bring Khan Academy, the world's leading online educational resource, to Bulgarian students and teachers.
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Ned Dervenkov, BESCO: We Reach Higher Together

Whether he is teaching English in Thailand or working to make Bulgarian business more ethical, Ned relishes the opportunity to make a difference.
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Meet the ABF Board

Freedom, Environment, Democracy: What Words Define Our Present Moment?

Artist and ABF director Brian Dailey provides a guided answer to some of the most pressing questions of our time. Why do we stereotype without engaging in dialogue? How has globalization affected language and culture? Is democracy in trouble, or is it on the mend?
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Media Freedom

Journalism Is an Essential Profession. Let’s Protect It

Responsible journalism is increasingly important, but conditions for practicing the craft in Bulgaria are getting worse.
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What’s New in November

Don’t miss out on exciting workshops and other events happening online in November. Check out the ABF calendar for more details!
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Spread the good

Please share our content with your friends if you like it. Thank you!